
The Junkyard of False Starts - A Cautionary
Tale

Imagine a place where broken dreams and abandoned projects go to die, their
skeletal remains piled high in a graveyard of unfulfilled potential. This is the
Junkyard of False Starts, a cautionary tale that serves as a chilling reminder of
the perils of half-hearted commitment and misplaced priorities.

The Allure of New Beginnings

In a world filled with endless possibilities, it is easy to fall into the traps of novelty
and excitement that come with starting something new. We are drawn to the
shiny allure of beginning a fresh venture, imagining the success and fulfillment it
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promises. It is within this enthusiasm and anticipation that false starts often find
their breeding ground.
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False starts can take many forms. From abandoned business ideas to failed
personal projects or even broken relationships, they all share a common thread -
the lack of dedicated effort and commitment required for success. More often
than not, false starts are driven by fleeting motivations and a failure to understand
the full extent of the challenges ahead.

Ignorance or Self-Doubt?

One may wonder why individuals allow themselves to embark on endeavors they
are ill-prepared to pursue. In some cases, it stems from ignorance - the lack of
understanding or awareness of the commitment required to bring an idea to
fruition. In other cases, it may be rooted in self-doubt and a fear of failure. These
underlying factors contribute to the creation of a Junkyard of False Starts.
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When individuals embark on a new project without fully understanding the effort
and resources it demands, they find themselves overwhelmed and disillusioned
at the first sign of obstacles. They quickly lose sight of their initial excitement and
motivation, abandoning their dreams and adding another discarded skeleton to
the junkyard.

The Seductive Power of Distractions

In today's fast-paced world, distractions are aplenty. They come in the form of
social media, endless entertainment options, and a myriad of other shiny objects
vying for our attention. It is all too easy to succumb to the allure of these
distractions, allowing them to divert us from our intended path and lure us
towards the Junkyard of False Starts.

When faced with obstacles or the monotony of perseverance, distractions offer a
convenient escape. They provide a temporary respite from the struggles and
challenges that accompany meaningful pursuits. However, what may appear as a
harmless diversion can soon become a habit, leading to a trail of unfinished
projects and unfulfilled potential.

The Path to Redemption

Awareness and self-reflection are the first steps towards avoiding the Junkyard of
False Starts. Before embarking on a new venture, it is crucial to evaluate our
motivations and assess our willingness to commit the necessary time, effort, and
resources to see it through. By understanding the potential obstacles and
accepting the inevitable challenges, we can equip ourselves with the
determination needed to succeed.

Furthermore, developing a disciplined mindset and staying focused on our goals
is essential to ward off distractions. It requires prioritizing our ambitions and



allocating dedicated time to work towards them, while also combating the allure of
instant gratification provided by the digital world.

The Lure of a New Beginning

The Junkyard of False Starts stands as a stark reminder that our dreams and
aspirations deserve more than half-hearted attempts. It is a testament to the
consequences of neglecting dedication, persistence, and self-belief. Every
abandoned project is a missed opportunity and a lesson to be learned.

In the end, whether we choose to add another discarded skeleton to the junkyard
or rise above the challenges and fulfill our potential depends on our willingness to
confront our fears, stay committed, and embrace the hard work required for true
success.

"Stacks of abandoned projects and broken dreams in the junkyard of false starts"
by Unknown is licensed under CC BY-ND 2.0
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ESSENCE:
A modern Viking stuck in Buenos Aires is facing his life's most difficult choice:
hard drugs or real love. This is a modern literary travelogue and memoir, hard-
hitting and unique.

STORY:
A Norwegian ex-med student, into hard drugs and messing up, travels to Buenos
Aires to meet an Argentine girl. She's not into drugs and messing up, instead she
paints her demons out through her art. Two fronts collide and the ensuing
hurricane threatens to rip their worlds apart. Contrasting the different lives and
cultures which led to who they are, the story revolves around a single day, May
15: the day of overdose and tuberculosis and death and redemption. No miracles,
only in-your-face love.

Q&A:
1. "What was the hardest part of writing this book?"
Many of the moments described are self-lived, and trying to write truthfully about
them is like staring too long into the mirror...soon I wanted to smash it. Yet, for a
subject matter this serious the tone is quite light, even humorous...at least if you
like it dark. And I poke fun at myself. A lot!

2. "Is there a message in your book that you want readers to grasp?"
Generally I try to avoid moral superstructures in what I write, but a definite
message is that love for or from another can conquer the hate for yourself. Also, I
hope people reading it may feel less alone in their life's fight. Hint: being human
we are all in the same ring fighting the same demons!

3. "Tell us about the cover and the inspiration for it."
It's a portrait of yours truly, painted by Cécile Perret. I think it reflects perfectly the
soul of the book. Also, it's simply a stunning piece of art...too bad Cécile sold it to



a collector in London. If I get a hold of him I'd like to buy it back. Oh, and I like the
fact the face is half hidden!

CONTACT:
If interested in more information, please look for me and my future releases either
here on Amazon or on facebook.com/hodestorm.
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